
ECONOMICS TOPICS FOR EXTENDED ESSAYS IN IB

What's a good IB extended essay world study topic with business and What are some good topics for an extended
essay on economics.

Absolutely great. Woods, your initiative is highly appreciated and needless to say, the resources on this
website are helping thousands of students tremendously. In my opinion, the Extended Essay requirement of
the Diploma Programme, is one of the more enjoyable and challenging parts of the course. To what extent has
price changes affected the demand for public transport in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area? Annoyingly,
coming up with that idea and research question can be the toughest part of the entire process. How does the
diameter of a wheel affect stability in different weather conditions? Can caffeine in tea or coffee be reduced?
What are the sources of error in calorimetry? What is the impact of the social context on Holden Caufield and
Huckleberry Finn? The highest level in some of these categories are easier to attain than others. The harder
criteria involve analytical and evaluative writing. Hats off! A question which focuses on consumers in
Singapore is in my opinion too broad. Essays that omit one of the required elementsâ€”title page, table of
contents, page numbersâ€”are deemed no better than satisfactory maximum level 2 , while essays that omit
two of them are deemed poor at best maximum level 1. How has X landfill site affected the surrounding
terrestrial ecosystem? What types of urban design encourage high rates of vandalism of X neighborhoods?
How does the sugar concentration affect the refractive index of water? How does unemployment affect the
market? What are the forest and woodland restoration in Siberia, Russia and which one is most effective? How
effective are Electronic Road Pricing policies in reducing congestion in Singapore? One of the biggest keys to
the Extended Essay is choosing which subject you want to write your work in and developing that crucial
research question. For example, if a survey is carried out but the sample size is deemed to be rather small, then
it could be stated that the sample size might limit the validity of the conclusion drawn. Any research question
must be answered within the word limit, and therefore needs to be limited in both scope and economic content.
Biology How change the change of habitat affect an X organism? To what extent is drug therapy effective in
the treatment of bipolar disorder? Nothing better than spreading wisdom! Do wine bottles of different shapes
behave as Helmholtz resonators? Each extended essay is assessed against a set of criteria. How does X
hormone affect human behavior? Your blog has been a fabulous resource! To what extent have healthcare
policies in X country influenced their human population curve? Students endeavor to write a mini-thesis on an
original topic, based on a subject on their choice. How does Yaa Gyasi use structure in her novel Homegoing
to portray the evolution of time? A closed question should be restructured to a question which can quantified.
What kind of information should an extended essay include? You're a life saver!. I've used it on all of mine
and I've never gotten lower than an A-. How could students improve their overall marks in an Extended
Essay? The presentation of essays that omit a bibliography or that do not give references for quotations is
deemed unacceptable level 0. Students need to work through the list to ensure they have completed the
essential parts of the Extended Essay. What effect does the coating of aspirin tablets have on the hydrolysis of
aspirin? A good research question is essential to a good Extended Essay. This will clearly enhance the
academic tone of the essay. How have changes in internal and external factors influenced the environmental
value system of X country?


